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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

he segmentation of anatomic structures from radiography 

as a part of the process of diagnosis and surgical planning 

has become an issue in these days. Anatomic objects need to be 

visualized in order to assist accurate diagnosis, surgical 

planning in preoperative time and operation in intraoperative 

time. As the target objects which are extracted from 3D volume 

data are displayed distinguishably from normal objects with 

3D modeling technique, surgeons can look around the lesion as 

if real part of patient. This procedure helps diagnoses and 

operations more accurate. The studies using 3D model for 

diagnosis, surgical planning and surgical navigation are 

increased steadily [1-2].

There are many kinds of bone surgery. All of these 

surgeries, carpal bone fracture surgery is oneof the most 

difficult operations. This is the reason why we choose carpal 

bones as the target application of our practical method. In 

order to plan for carpal bone fracture surgery, image 

segmentation is essential procedure. But because carpal bones 

have very complex structure and each carpal bone is adjacent 

very closely, segmentation of each bone object is very difficult 

and challenging process. And also each bone has similar 

intensity values and the boundaries are ambiguous caused by 

image blurring, which make the segmentation more 

complicate (Figure 1). 

Current commercial surgical planning systems offer 

auto-contouring options and contour interpolation between 

slice, these tools have significant limitations such as low 

accuracy. The manual based segmentation also has limitation 

which is repetitive, tedious, and time-consuming.

For this reason, we develop the modified carpal bone 

segmentation method to extract carpal bones accurately and 

fast. Through this method, interaction is reduced dramatically 

comparing to manual segmentation and the accuracy is better 

than any other automatic methods.
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Abstract

In the early twenty-first century, minimally invasive surgery is the mainstay of various kinds of surgical fields. Surgeons gave 

percutaneously surgical treatment of the screw directly using a fluoroscopic view in the past. The latest date, they began to operate the 
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threshold and the canny edge detector for finding edge information more accurately. This method is able to use very easily and gives us high 

accuracy and high speed for extracting the edge information of carpal bones. Especially, using multi-seed points, multi-bone objects of the 

carpal bone are extracted simultaneously.
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B. Substances of the Study

This paper introduces region growing segmentation method 

using multi-seed points. Region growing is a procedure that 

divides pixels or sub-regions into larger regions which have 

similar intensity values with predefined criteria. The basic 

approach is to start with a set of "seed"points and regions are 

growing as connecting neighbor pixels which are in the 

predefined tolerance range of intensity.

In addition, we use "multi seed points"to extract multiple 

image objects simultaneously. This has advantage to apply our 

method to carpal bone structure which has multiple objects.

C. Review

There are several image segmentation methods for medical 

image [3-12]. Image segmentation subdivides an image into 

its constituent regions or objects. The level to which the 

subdivision is carried depends on the problem being solved. 

That is, segmentation should stop when the objects of interest 

in an application have been isolated. Here there are two kinds 

of method. One is method using region and the other is method 

using edge. There are image threshold, region growing, 

watershed segmentation algorithm in region based method. 

Gradient method is Edge based method

Image Threshold

Image threshold occupies a central position in application 

of image segmentation. Figure 2 corresponds to an image, 

 composed of light objects on a dark background into 

two dominant modes. One obvious way to extract the objects 

from the backgrounds is to select a threshold T that separates 

these modes. A  is the gray level of each position 

 and a threshold image is defined as

      ≥    ≤ 
(1)

Thus, pixels labeled 1 correspond to objects, whereas pixel 

labeled 0 correspond to the background.

Edge Using the Gradient

Figure 3 shows a horizontal gray-level profile of the edge 

between the two regions. This figure also shows the first and 

second derivatives for the gray-level profile. The first 

derivative is positive at the points of transition into and out of 

the ramp as we move from left to right along the profile, it is 

constant for points in the ramp, and is zero in areas of constant 

gray level. The second derivative is positive at the transition 

associated with the dark side of the edge, negative at the 

transition associated with the light side of the edge, and zero 

along the ramp and in areas of constant gray level. The sign of 

the derivatives in Figure 3 would be reversed for an edge that 

transitions from light to dark.

First derivatives in image processing are implemented using 

the magnitude of the gradient. For a function, the gradient of f 

at coordinates  is defined as the two-dimensional 

column vector. The magnitude ∇ of this vector is given by
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This value has direction which is same as the biggest 

derivatives of  . The direction of vector is also 

important factor. A   expresses the direction of the 

vector at the position  .

Region Growing

Region growing is a procedure that group pixels or 

sub-regions into larger regions based on predefined criteria. 

The basic approach is to start with a set of "seed" points and 

from these grow regions by appending to each seed those 

neighboring pixels that have properties (contrast, color) 

similar to the seed.

Fig. 1. Carpal bone of 3D CT image: The structure of carpal bones is complex 

and has very closed adjacencies between carpal bones.



Fig. 2. Pixel value histogram that can be separated using threshold
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Previous Works

Several segmentation methods have been applied to 

medical image field [3-12]. The fields, however, are still 

limited to some parts of clinical applications. Especially, in the 

carpal bone study, segmentation studies have not been 

conducted frequently. Although segmentation studies of 

carpal bones using deformable models is conducted with 3D 

CT data (T.B. Sebastial et al., 2003; P. Lin et al., 2004), these 

studies couldn't be applied to the clinical field [8-9]. So, more 

researches about carpal bone segmentation are still needed. 

Ⅱ. METHODOLOGY

In this paper, the method has following steps. At first, canny 

edge detector and image threshold are conducted as a 

pre-process step. Then, using region growing method, 

segmentation of carpal bones is conducted as a main process 

step.

In our method, modified region growing method starts as 

seed point in the background image which is the part of soft 

tissue. Because the carpal bones have complex structure and 

inhomogeneous intensity values, we try to use the soft tissue 

intensity information. And also other seed points to separate 

each carpal bone are used, so multi object in the carpal bones 

can be extracted simultaneously.

The procedure of our method is shown in Fig 5.

This paper contains canny edge detector to find object edge, 

threshold and region growing to strip the soft tissue and 

finding connectivity of each object in carpal bone image. 

A. Canny Edge Detector

The Canny edge detector is optimal for finding noisy step 

edge under the following assumptions.

(1) The edge filter is linear.

(2) Some noise, white (uncorrelated) and Gaussian, is 

included in the image

The optimal criterion proposed by Canny conducts good 

edge detection and localization. So, the Canny edge detecting 

algorithm is known as the optimal edge detector. The Canny 

edge detector needs four steps to perform edge detection, that 

is, image smoothing, computing gradient, non-maximal 

suppression and hysteresis threshold shown in Fig 8. 

At first, this filter makes the bone image smoothing to 

reduce noise. Then, to find edge region, the image gradient is 

computed and the region which hashigh spatial derivatives is 

selected as edge region. The algorithm tracks along these 

regions and suppresses any pixel that is not at the maximum 

(non-maximum suppression). The gradient array is further 

reduced by hysteresis. Hysteresis is used to track along the 

remaining pixels that have not been suppressed. Hysteresis 

uses two thresholds. If the magnitude is below the first 

threshold, it is set to zero (made a non-edge) and  if the 

magnitude is above the high threshold, it is made an edge. 

Finally, if the magnitude is between the 2 thresholds, then it is 

set to zero unless there is a path from this pixel to a pixel with 

a gradient above T2. Here, the threshold values, T1 and T2, are 

selected interactively by user with respect to the histogram of 

each slice. So, the values of T1 and T2 are changed as the 

conditions of image data.

B. Image Threshold

We use the threshold image data with the edge data from 

Canny edge detector to enhance the accuracy of our study. 

Segmented data set is obtained by comparing the threshold 

region with edge area.

C. Stripping Soft Tissue

Now, we apply region growing method to the image. The 

inner carpal bone delineated on CT images is uneven and 

rugged. For these reason, there are many problems when using 

general region growing method. So, modified region growing 

Grey level profile

First derivative

Second derivative

Fig. 3. Edge image (left) and the result of derivative operation (right)

Fig. 4. Original image (left) and the result of gradient operation (right)
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method proposed in this paper is applied. Soft tissue of CT 

images is generally homogeneous comparing to bone 

structure, so soft tissue region is proper to apply region 

growing more easily than bone area. When region grows, start 

seed point is selected on the soft tissue and apply region 

growing. This can be separate soft tissue and object tissue. 

Then, if the region is ambiguous cause of a little difference at 

the boundary, the edge information is used to make better 

decision.

D. Obtaining the Carpal bone Objects from Image

To obtain carpal bone objects from images, we have to find 

connectivity from stripped image. Finding connectivity 

between pixels is fundamental to separate regions and 

boundaries. If two pixels are connected and satisfy a specific 

criterion of similarity, it must be determined neighbors. In our 

study, 8 neighbors are used to define the connectivity.

In segmented image, using multi seed point, the bone 

objects can be separated with respect to the connectivity and 

define each bone structure.

E. GUI Composition

The software, so called CarpalSegmenter, is implemented 

under Visual C++ environment to apply carpal bone 

segmentation to clinical application.

This Software can detect canny edge, threshold, strip soft 

tissue in the image and distinguish carpal bones. And in order 

to adjust image at final step, add to manually drawing 

function. In our study, however, the manual editing function 

does not apply to evaluate our method. In addition, some basic 

functions for image processing are implemented in 

CarpalSegmenter.

Ⅲ. EXPERIMENTS

Ten different patient 3D CT data sets (193 slides) with 2 or 

3mm slice interval are applied to experiments for evaluating. 

In our study, two kinds of experiments are conducted. The first 

one is comparison with other segmentation methods, and the 

other is comparison with the result of gold standard method 

which is performed manually by experts.

A. Comparison with other Segmentation Methods

This comparison test is conducted with simple threshold 

and gradient segmentation method. Using each result from 

these three segmentation methods include to our method, we 

can see how the segmentation result presents the original 

carpal bone objects well.

B. Comparison with gold Standard

This comparison test is conducted with the result of gold 

standard. In our study, gold standard means the result of 

manual segmentation method by experts. So, through 

comparing two results from our method and gold standard 

method, we can see the accuracy of our method. And also we 

can make decision whether our method can be applicable in 

clinical field.

IV. RESULTS

A. The Results of Comparison with other Segmentation 

Methods

Threshold segmentation method uses just pixel values, and 

the gradient method performs with only gradient map. 

CT image

Pre-Processing

Soft Tissue Stripping

Obtain Object Tissue

Canny Edge Detector Threshold

Fig. 5. Procedures of our method: In our method, canny edge detector and 

threshold are used to enhance the result of segmentation.

Fig. 6. The comparison results: The upper left image is a source, the upper 

right image is the result of threshold. And the lower left is the result of 

gradient operation, the lower right is the result of our method. From 

these figures, our method shows better result than any other 

segmentation methods.
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Because of insufficient information, those two methods show 

worse results than our proposed method (Fig.6).

B. The Results of Comparison with Gold Standard

This second experiment is comparison test between our 

proposed method and gold standard method, manually 

segmentation.

To compare these results, we separate 2 parts as successand 

failure. Success is True-positive result and failure is 

True-negative and False-positive results (table 1). 

We get satisfied results, the total error is 1.476(%) shown in 

table 2. This result is applicable to apply to clinical field. 

Because the gold standard result is performed by expert, the 

result of second experiment means that our method has high 

accurate performance.

Ⅳ. CONCLUSIONS

In carpal bone fracture surgery, generally, surgeons want to 

use adjacent several bones to know about accurate surgical 

path with respect to the neighbors, it is the reason why we 

extract multi objects simultaneously. Select a seed points in 

the bone structure and soft tissue area in image, then strip the 

soft tissue pixel value and finally the objects are defined with 

respect to the connectivity information of the bone objects. 

We can get acceptable result when we apply this method to 

carpal bone image segmentation. The reason is due to using 

more information such as edge information from canny edge 

detector and soft tissue region growing comparing to other 

simple segmentation methods. The result of the canny edge 

detection is moderate in segmentation problems, because it 

has processes such as non-maximum suppression and 

hysteresis threshold as thinning procedure. The Canny edge 

detection uses an optimal edge detector based on a set of 

criteria which include finding the most edges by minimizing 

the error rate, marking edges as closely as possible to the 

actual edges to maximize localization, and marking edges only 

once when a single edge exists for minimal response 

non-maximum suppression and hysteresis threshold.

Soft tissue stripping which is a kind of region growing 

segmentation method operates well in even and un-rugged 

images. Because of this fact, it performs well in background of 

carpal bone segmentation, and the accuracy is very acceptable 

comparing to manually segmentation method as a gold 

standard method.

In this study, although, high technologies or novel 

algorithms aren't applied, the purpose which is developing 

very meaningful software in clinical field is satisfied. Using 

the CarpalSegmenter, more case studies will be conducted and 

upgrading of our software will be continued to adapt on the 

clinical environment.
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